Two explanations have been proposed for an apparent discrepancy between theoretical prediction and experimental measurement of third-sound attenuation. One of these proposes a new "macroscopic quantum uncertainty principle," and the other proceeds via nonlinear, anharmonic effects due to zero-point fluctuations. We argue that neither suggestion is acceptable.
Recently considerable attention has been focused 6(p +$L':) = c : .
(3) on the attenuation of third sound in superfluid He films. Predictions of this attenuation by Bergman1 which a r e based on the linearized hydrodynamic equations of the film-gas system disagree with experimental data of Wang and Rudnick.' This h a s prompted two s o r t s of e~p l a n a t i o n~.~ which we discuss below. We regard neither of these a s acceptable.
Putterman et al., have conjectured that the "missing" attenuation a r i s e s from a proposed "macroscopic quantum uncertainty principle, " analogous to the microscopic Heisenberg principle. The argument i s that there exists a quantum uncertainty in the component of superfluid velocity perpendicular t o the plane of the substrate given by where m is the m a s s of a helium atom, and Z the film thickness. There is e x t r a attenuation whenever the speed of third sound, c,, falls below this velocity, i.e., when (the authors i n s e r t a factor which is unimportant f o r the present argument). The uncertainty in the perpendicular component of v, affects third sound, which propagates parallel to the plane of the film, because it introduces a n uncertainty -(E/mz)"nto the quantity ( p + $v:), where p is the chemical potential p e r unit m a s s . The quantity ( p + $ z : ) is the driving potential of the film.
The meaning of the conjecture is that i n any
But f o r a saturated film, cz = 3(p, /p)gg where p, / p , the superfluid fraction, is -1 a t low temperature, and g y is the gravitational potential a distance y above the bath. Thus the conjecture p r edicts the film potential t o have a quantum uncertainty of the o r d e r of the gravitational potential itself,
The evidence t o the contrary i s among the best established of experimental facts concerning superfluid helium. The v e r y t e r m superfluid r ef e r s t o the ability of the liquid to flow at accurately uniform potential. The actual experimental uncertainty i n the potential is o r d e r s of magnitude s m a l l e r than that required by Eq. (4). ' We note a l s o in passing that previous treatmentsfi of quantum fluctuations in c, have found those to be unimportant relative t o thermal fluctuations except a t v e r y low temperatures. If one does wish to consider the possibility of fluctuations of the type proposed in Eq. (I), the result, WmZ, should be compared t o the relevant thermal value We thus conclude that the conjecture is at variance with the main body of both experimental and theoretical understanding of superfluidity.
An alternative explanation of the discrepancy between third-sound theory and experiment has been proposed by Chester and Maynard.' The latter have attempted to show that anharmonic t e r m s entering the third-sound effective Hamiltonian cause nonlinearities and hence attenuation in third-sound propagation. As pointed out by the authors, the effect proceeds by way of a large mean square displacement of the film-vapor interface produced by zero-point fluctuations in the third-sound modes. They conclude that the r m s fluctuation, o r surface width, i s o r order of onethird the film thickness.
The large surface fluctuation and consequent nonlinearities a r e produced entirely by veryshort-wavelength modes, where the approximations used a r e quite incorrect. Physically, small amplitudes in these modes a r e assured by surfacetension forces, which have been neglected. In particular, a t e r m , where a i s the surface tension and n the mass per unit area, should be added to the left-hand side of Eq. tension is properly included, the interfacial diffusiveness i s restored to a value of the order of the interatomic spacing, and the anharmonic contribution to third-sound attenuation becomes negligible.'?
Finally, we remark that the present hydrodynamic theory of third sound i s sufficiently approximate that it i s premature to conclude that such an approach cannot succeed. *This work was supported in part by grants from the Sational Science Foundation, and one from the Research
